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Study of Safety Countermeasures in Kendo 

一一 InTerms of Head Injuries Occured by Falling Down一一

By Y;αsumαsα Yoshid♂ 

Fumio U eda * * 

This paper reports on head injuries which occured by falling down that happened 

during games in the 7-high-school-Kendo-club-training-camp in May， 1994. As a result of 

the accident， the possibility of preventing further injuries has been examined from the 

following points of view; the results of a questionaire， comparison among other sports rules 

on dangerous actions and the legal responsibilities for the injuries which happen during a 

game or practice. 

1) We analized every angle of the accident which was casually recorded on an 8 mil 

-limeters video by a student. The opponent pushed forward player A's upper arm soon after 

A's completing Men-uchi. Then A fell down on the floor， strongly hitting his head. 

2) The accident caused him to have a very strong concussion of the brain; falling 

unconscious， stopping breathing temporarily and a convulsion attack on the whole body. 

Fortunately， he recovered and came back to practice Kendo without having any after-

effects. 

3) The questionaire was about whether Kendo players had any experience of falling 

down and hitting their head on the floor during the game or practice. The following points 

were clarified: 

a) 97.1 percent of the players have fallen down on the floor. 

b) 52.5 percent of the players have hit their head on the floor. 

c) 29.4 percent of the players have injured their head. The number of those players 

accounts for 56.2 percent of the players in 2). 

d) 78.4 percent of the players have seen other players having some difficulty in 
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standing up after falling down. 

e) 60.4 percent of the players feel that some new rules against irregularities should 

be considered to avoid accidents on the head. 

4) Other sports have some common penalties such as being ordered out of the game 

when the player's action is expected to risk his or her opponent's life， or life as an athlete， 

even though no injury is involved. 

5) Considering items 1) to 4)， the following points were suggested: 

a) The legal responsibility for the accident reported in this paper should be 

considered further. 

b) The instructors should be more aware of controlling appropriate surroundings 

for games and practice， especially for beginners. 

c) The instructors need .to have some basic knowledge and ski1l in emergency first 

aid in case anything serious happens. 
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